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15 February 2019 

Public Interest Test consultation on BBC iPlayer proposals 

Background Information 

• Mechanical-Copyright Protection Society (“MCPS”) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the BBC iPlayer 
consultation.  MCPS is the UK collection society that licenses mechanical (or reproduction) rights under 
copyright on behalf of over 26,000 music publisher and composer members and, through reciprocal 
representation, overseas collection societies.  Accordingly, MCPS represents repertoire in every genre from 
across the globe.   

• For the purpose of this submission, MCPS focuses on the BBC’s licensing of the mechanical rights in musical 
and associated literary works. Separately, MCPS has also contributed to, and fully supports, the submission 
made by UK Music on behalf of all its member organisations. 

 
MCPS Comments  

• As a licensor to BBC of mechanical rights in musical and associated literary works, MCPS welcomes the fact 

that the proposals in the consultation are subject to commercial negotiations and the cost of rights in the UK 

market.   

• MCPS notes the reference to the BBC’s budget; and would emphasise that the BBC’s ability to pay should not 

impact the approach of rightsholders, including MCPS, to licensing the BBC. This approach can only be based 

on rates and levels of remuneration obtained in a competitive marketplace.  MCPS further points out that it is 

the nature of existing licences that they are limited to the uses that the BBC required at the time. Should these 

uses be expanded (for instance by platform and/or by territory) then the existing licences granted by MCPS 

will have to extended and MCPS should receive additional remuneration. 

• Any preferential licensing of the BBC’s platforms would be anti-competitive. Preferential licensing would also 

negatively impact on the remuneration for the publishers and composers represented by MCPS for the use of 

their works across all platforms.  Without fair compensation for rights, the ability to create and invest in new 

repertoire will be severely diminished. 

• The proposal to revise the iPlayer offering will entail an enhancement to the rights currently granted by MCPS 

to the BBC, and accordingly this should form part of a new discussion of the commercial terms on which BBC 

is licensed including an increase in the remuneration to be paid by the BBC. 
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• Furthermore, the BBC’s expansion into areas currently occupied by commercial entities must be evaluated 

from the perspective of ensuring that there is no negative impact on a functioning competitive commercial 

market. 

• Accordingly, in order to ensure fair and effective competition it is vital that Ofcom carries out a comprehensive 

market analysis to fully assess the impact of the BBC’s proposed expansion and that the BBC obtains licences 

at market value for the full extent of the expansion of exploitation that is proposed. 
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